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The essence of bank is engaging in all kinds of risk actions in order to  maximize 
profit at the cost of minimal risk. With the complication of exterior circumstance and 
incandescence of competition, the risks banks facing expand continuously. The process of 
prudent operating of banks is the process of prudent risk management and the process of 
risk management is just the process of value creativity. As a primary means of enhancing 
risk management  the  internal  auditing is an important step in the value creative chain 
of  an organization. 
There is important realistic significance in the research which how the advanced 
risk-oriented internal auditing model can be introduced into a bank to help the bank 
perfect corporation government and achieve the object.  
By researching the theory of risk-oriented internal auditing and the development 
trend of the commercial bank’s internal auditing, the paper research the relative measures 
of the risk-oriented internal auditing model introduced into BC bank , which includ 
establishing risk-oriented initial principle, quantified appraisal system, the auditing 
direction of risk identification, the auditing qualification control. We have not only 
analyzed the BC bank’s achievement, but also pointed out its disadvantage, such as 
emboding insufficiently value creativity, imperfect evaluation system, inefficient auditing 
management and the independence. 
According to the above analysis, the paper gives some advice for BC bank including 
updating the auditing idea, expanding the auditing function, setting up the risk appraisal 
system, perfecting the auditing model and improving the quality of the auditing personnel. 
I hope the paper can do better in helping  banks adapt to the demands of capital market 
and exterior supervising, increase capability of risk control , maximize values on 
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① 徐政旦、谢荣、朱荣恩、唐清亮主编，《审计研究前沿》，上海财经大学出版社，2002 年。 
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经理人员提供实现经营目标所需的顾问服务。 
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